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NSWC Philadelphia Division's Mission is to provide research, development, test and evaluation, acquisition support, engineering, systems integration, in-service engineering and fleet support with Cybersecurity, comprehensive logistics, and life-cycle savings through commonality for surface and undersea vehicle machinery, ship systems, equipment and material.
Survivable, cyber-secure, affordable surface ship, aircraft carrier, and submarine machinery systems throughout their lifecycle – S&T, R&D, T&E, acquisition, ISE, and ILS.
NSWCPD Labs & Test Sites

- Auxiliary & Life Support Systems Complex
- Propulsion & Electrical Machinery Systems Complex
- Environmental & Damage Control Systems & Materials Technology Complex
- Machinery Network, Sensors & Data Systems Complex
- Cargo, Weapons Handling & Hull Systems Complex
- Undersea Vehicle Sail & Deployed Systems Complex
The Navy Yard Map
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